Feng Shui 2017
Year of the Red Fire Rooster and the 1 Water Star

T he Grand Duke
The Grand Duke (Tai Sui) who during 2017 year of the Red Fire
Rooster resides in the West is to be respected and if at all possible,
undisturbed. Any renovations or building work in this area of your
property and plot, especially involving structural walls should be
strongly avoided. It is recommended to ‘strike the first blow’ away
from this area and work towards it, should any alteration work be
totally unavoidable. It is also respectful not to sit facing the Duke,
rather sit with your back to him as much as possible in 2017. The
combination of both wood and fire in this years’ pillar shows an
energetic, action based and generally productive year. :)

Flying Stars
Where is your star in 2017?
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Nine Star Ki for 2017

Water

2017 brings the 1 Water Star (Kan) into the commanding and indeed
demanding central position. This can be an exciting time of re-birth and
change for all 1 Water Star people. You can expect fluctuation and upsand-downs throughout the year as you orientate yourself for the next cycle
of 9 years. This is a strong and demanding central position, which can be
exhausting, but at the same time full of opportunities and attention heading
your way.

While you occupy the ‘hub’ of the
Ki wheel, you have greater connectivity to all other stars,
and hence you may find yourself being pulled in all sorts of
different directions. It is best however, to remain grounded
and relatively stationary - it is not a good year for moving
house for example; a snake doesn’t find a new resting
place while it’s shedding its skin.
As you shed your old skin for a new one, give yourself
space and time to re-invent old ways and habits that no
longer work for you or serve your higher purpose. This is
a great year to bring about major life changes all for the
better, so long as it feels 100% right. But remember, it is
often prudent to make any major decisions when you are in
a stronger position next year; the 6 House.

Ki Map for 2017

The 5 T’ai Chi House is often seen as a Karmic year, but while I agree with this to a point, as you
have indeed come to the resting place from where you first started. I see this as a time to re-cap,
re-invent, re-discover who you really are. Bring into your life changes (or at least plan and scheme)
that may pave your way to better health, fitness and happiness. You have a unique connection to
all stars, so why not utilise this beneficial position and above all, avoid extremes, stay balanced and
find a safe spot to just be.
NOTE FOR ALL STARS - The 1 Water Star which represents ‘Middle Son’ from the I Ching (Kan)
brings a mediatory, changeable and deeply spiritual atmosphere to all of us, one also of philosophical
debate. He looks always for a win-win outcome to any situation and will urge us to promote harmony
in conflict and debate rather than argument.

How do I find my Birth Star?
1) - Add together all digits of the year of birth* :. 1+9+7+2 = 19
2) - Reduce the above result until it is lower than 11 :. 1+9 = 10
3) - Subtract this figure from 11 :. 11-10 = 1
*This system uses the Chinese Solar Calendar starting around the 4th February, if your
birthday is before this day, use previous year! - If in doubt Click Here to find out.
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Nine Star Ki for 2017
9 Fire Stars (Li - Middle Daughter) are carrying on their upward progressive movement
as the year 2016 brings a continuation of last year by entering the 4 Wood House.
Buzzing with energy it is important that you don’t bite off more than you can chew as
your enthusiasm and fervour may find yourself spreading a bit thinly. Try also to finish
one project before starting another. Stay grounded and it’s a good thing to take time
out from your busy schedule once in a while. Also, others may be in a slower house
to you so be patient and give them time to catch up to your ultra-speed wavelength! Health wise, this
WOOD energy governs the Gall Bladder and Liver so keep that anger management in place and
practice grounding exercise. Avoid eating too late into the evening, excess of alcohol and chew your
food well.
2 Soil Stars (Kun - Mother) will be in the authoritative 6 Heaven House in 2016.
This house is often related to wealth, prosperity and gaining rewards from your
endeavours of previous years. A position of authority, you may feel more sure of your
opinions and find people look to you for leadership and guidance. Look after yourself
during this time, primarily by taking plenty of rest – do not exhaust yourself, as it
could take you some time to recover. When we become tired or ill in the late autumn
it frequently takes us much longer to recuperate than when we are ill in the spring or summer. Keep
yourself flexible, as you have a tendency to become more yang (tight) when occupying this House
and can become physically and mentally more rigid. Take care of your bones – ensure that you have
sufficient minerals and vitamin D in your diet. Take care when travelling to avoid accidents.
The 4 Wind / Wood Star (Sun - Eldest Daughter) move into the 8 Mountain House of
stillness. A calm before the storm of the Fire house in 2017. It is often (being an earth
house) a time of change and transition. The trigram is symbolic of a Mountain, which
might find you retreating into your cave and being less sociable, more introverted.
Try to be aware of this and don’t become too stubborn with people if they break the
silence. Trudge steadily and form the pathway to the top to proudly stand upon next
year. Health wise take care of lymphatic and circulation issues which may arise due to this stagnant
Earth year - So keep as active as possible, trying to avoid any accidents especially those caused by
others.
5 Earth Stars (Additional child) are on Fire in the 9 Fire House this year, with a new
clarity and illumination brought to the table. As the sun peaks, it shines on you, but
everything around you too, so make sure you have cleared any unwanted ‘debris’.
Fame and spotlight, a good year for self promotion and launching yourself up the
career ladder. Be careful, and pace yourself however as your enthusiastic nature
may get you carried away, so focus and finish things. You may also feel a little more sensitive
during this time as the flames flicker. This year is governed by the FIRE element which relates to
our circulation, heart and small intestines. Make sure you chew your food well and don’t overdo the
exercise regime particularly during October. I would also recommend spending some time alone and
taking a breather from all that is going on so you remain balanced and focused.
7 Metal or Lake Stars (Tui / Youngest Daughter) occupy the 2 House of preparation.
This year the soil becomes warm and invites you to wipe your slate clean in readiness
for the growth stage of next year. A transitional time which can be frustrating as you
finally come out of winter and want to get going. You may feel more family orientated
and socially aware as you take on a more authoritative and humanistic viewpoint.
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Nine Star Ki for 2017
When we occupy the 2 House we are in a more still position than usual, and it is important to
balance this with physical activity that fills our lungs and bloodstream with oxygen and makes us
sweat. Emotionally, the Soil element can express itself negatively through worry, anxiety, suspicion,
cynicism and complaint. Try to guard against letting these emotions cloud your judgement or get in
the way of your future dreams. Prepare yourself! - 2017 it all starts to happen!
The 8 Mountain Earth Star (Ken - Youngest Son) are pretty much on full force
and affect being in the East and feeling the full affects of springtime in the 3 Wood
House. Lots of ideas, energy and a forward thinking attitude may help you to achieve
loads during this time. It is a great year to get any plans and projects you have
been developing in the background started as this year relates to ‘birth’ and new
beginnings. Take care of your Liver and keep the drink to a level ground. This year is perfect for
getting those plans into action and making your dreams a lot more like reality.
3 Wood or Thunder Stars (Chien / Eldest Son) are relaxing in the 7 Metal House,
harvest and celebration time; a time for finally reaping the rewards of the previous
few years. In the western horizon the lowering sun flickers onto the lake bringing with
it a reflective quality. You might think about where your journey has taken you, and
reflect on where you want to go next. You may find yourself being more sociable and
outgoing, loquacious and less cautious than previous years, so keep a reign on your
budget. Health wise, Metal rules the Lungs and Large intestine. Be careful in October to not to let
yourself fall to depression, isolation or a sense of sadness. Lift your spirits at times like this with
music and dance, besides, it’s a year for celebration!!!
6 Metal or Heaven Stars (Chien / Father) find themselves in mid-winter, the dark
static depths of midnight and the north. In a 1 Water House, it’s like a seed, which
remains dormant holding onto its strength, centring in preparation for the next phase
of growth; waiting for the warmth of the sun. Planning is a keyword for this year. Take
care of any health issues as these may take longer to shake off than usual. As it is
the beginning of the cycle don’t get frustrated if things don’t move along as quickly
as you want. Take up a form of self-rejuvenating yoga, or Do-in. Concentrate on YOU! - and get your
seed in tip top condition.

Directionology
There are auspicious and inauspicious directions to move or travel according to Directionology. The
four main ones to look out for, are moving towards and away from the difficult 5 Yellow Star and
travelling towards and away from your own star. The starting point always being in the centre.
During 2017, the direction to avoid travelling towards and from is the SOUTH.
Take a look at the Ki Map on Page 2 (Click Here) and find your own Birth Star. What sector are you
occupying this year. Take note of this position and as mentioned above, guard against long term
moves towards or away from your star.
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Monthly Ki Maps for 2017
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Feng Shui for the Home in 2017
Inauspicious sectors
SOUTH: The 5 Yellow star moves to the South sector this year; take care with slamming doors in this
sector, and no renovations or groundworks should be undertaken in this area during 2017 both in the
home and the garden. Any wind chimes used to negate (drain) the effect of this negative star should
be moved to the Northwest of any property or room; working also with the metal element - round
shapes, white, silver, gold and grey. Avoid Fire element colours or shapes here.
NORTHWEST: The 2 Earth Star is not strictly a negative star, but is often seen as the ‘sickness’
star. Pay attention not to let dust and clutter accumulate in this area during 2017. Try not to feed the
2 Earth Star with an over indulgence of items resembling the Fire element here. Use Metal element
objects here to drain the Earth and try to avoid using this area too much in general.
SOUTHWEST: The troublesome 7 Metal Star sits here this year. It is wise to check ALL security
measures around your home both inside and out in this sector, particularly if your front door faces
this direction. Adding into this sector Water element cures and colours are recommended this year
only. This will help to ‘drain’ the effect of the 7 Metal Star.
WEST: The 3 Jade Star is often seen as argumentative and one for causing upsets. So it would be
a good NOT to have a loving couple occupy a bedroom in this sector. Bring in a little Fire using reds,
to drain the wood, and promote harmony and passion, but AVOID water element shapes, colours
and mirrors here.

Auspicious sectors
EAST: This would be a great place for the ‘Man of the House’ to use during this year as the highly
beneficial 8 Earth Star of wealth, fame and romance flies here this year, bringing prosperity to the
whole house. This Star relates to the current fate period so must be respected.
SOUTHEAST: The 9 Fire Star which relates to ‘what’s coming next’ and the next fate period flies
here in 2017. Make sure this area does not attract clutter and avoid dampening down this auspicious
Chi with the Water element this year. Brighten this area with candles and flowers and fire colours.
NORTHEAST: The romantic and creative 4 Wood Star visits this sector in 2017. An area suitable for
any couples developing a relationship or to improve on existing long-term ones.
NORTH: Another auspicious sector bringing in helpful people and concentration in order to
accomplish. A perfect place for the home office or studio. Try to avoid placing anything unsightly or
negative in this area. It would be a great place to put Metal or Earth element symbols, shapes or
colours here, as this harmonises with the visiting 6 White Metal Star.
T’AI CHI: The 1 White Water Star here bodes well for people with a central office for example. New
beginnings, opportunities and fresh projects can be undertaken particularly in the career field. A
great area for placing anything that inspires you on a personal or business front.
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Thank you for reading my update for 2017 . . . Don’t forget you can catch up with regular Ki Astrology
updates and information on my facebook page : facebook.com/ninestarki
. . Wishing you all the best for the coming year, may it bring you luck and prosperity, health, happiness
and much joy.

David R. Walters Dip. Chiro

Personalised Annual 9 Star Ki Forecast for 2017
ONLY £6.79 each (3 page PDF file supplied)
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